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Some questions we are frequently asked… Working smarter—inspections every two weeks… The genie is out of the 
bottle in London… New acol property…  New three year rental guarantee option…Hot off the press.. .Something lighter 

Some sectors of the property             

market in the UK are undergoing a               

fundamental change which will        

impact many investors. 

The change started with the retail  

sector long before the current          

Covid-19 crisis.   

The move to on-line shopping has 

devastated the High Street and local 

councils have been slow to adapt and 

have not relaxed planning rules and 

reduced business rates to sustain the 

market.  

As we comment on page 3,  the trend 

of working from home is here to stay 

and this will have an impact on the 

need for office space  in the future. 

Few individual investors have direct 

ownership of retail and office                  

properties.   

However, many have invested in      

commercial property funds in various 

forms as a way of including property in 

their portfolio.  

The alternative, of course, is direct     

investment in, for example, the              

residential sector.  

If you have invested in a property fund 

or REIT take a look at the underlying 

assets and decide whether the            

medium term prospects for the sector 

they are in are sound. 

There is nothing wrong with  investing 

in a well managed property fund. It is 

all about the sector the fund invests in. 

Tony Davies                                       

Managing Director                                           

   

It is often said that in good and bad 

times people will always need          

somewhere to live. 

This is clearly evident in the current 

crisis with many commercial tenants 

screaming for rent reductions to avoid 

bankruptcy, whilst most residential  

tenants continue paying their rent.  

Despite concerns that many, if not 

most, lower income residential         

tenants would struggle with rental                

c o m m i t m e n t s  t h i s  h a s  n o t                

materialized to any great extent.   

Of course, there is a lot of financial 

pain across multiple sectors and the 

UK government has stepped in to         

provide some assistance through its 

80% furlough scheme. 

The important factor is the above                

expression remains applicable; People 

always need somewhere to live.  

In the co-living/hmo sector paying  
£100 per week rent  remains                 
affordable for many people, even in 
bad times.  

We are cynical about some of the         

inflated rents and rental guarantees we 

see being offered to investors.  

So why are we offering a three year 

rental guarantee option for our acol             

properties, with St David as the                

Master Tenant and supported by a 

cash rental bond? 

We know and understand our             

market and the guarantee option          

provides peace of mind for our clients.  

Details are on page 3. 

Rental guarantees 

 Paying the rent Commercial property funds 

If you would like to arrange a 

conference call to discuss 

our projects and services 

please contact us 



The rental news 

Some questions… 

We meet a lot of investors who are not familiar with the UK property market  

and in particular the co-living/hmo sector. 

Over the coming editions we will try to answer some of the questions that         

frequently come up.  

Of course, each person’s position will be slightly different and specific,               

professional advice should be obtained where appropriate. 

If you have any questions which you think are suitable for this column please 

let us know. 

Q  Have a lot of people asked for a rent reduction during the Covid-19  crisis?   

A  In our case, less than 5% of our tenants, and none of our acol tenants, have asked.  Of course, much depends on 

the approach and quality of the property manager, but across the UK it appears the majority of residential tenants are 

honoring their rental commitments. 

Q  If I want to sell my property, is now a good time to do so? 

A The number of properties coming on the market, and sales transactions taking place have plunged during the     

lockdown period as agents have been unable to do viewings.  The restrictions are being eased, but there is always the 

possibility of them being tightened again so there is little point in waiting if you need to sell urgently.  We doubt prices 

will rise much, if at all, in the coming months and the downside risk is greater than the potential upside gain.  

Importantly, with a slow market properties need to be priced correctly.  Many investors are sitting on the sidelines       

waiting for the right opportunity, so now is not the time to inflate the asking price if the property is to sell.  

Q If I buy a property with my partner and one of us dies, does the other inherit the property?   

A  It depends on the ownership structure. The solicitor representing you will ask if you wish to buy the property as ‘joint 

tenants’ or ‘tenants in common’.  A Joint tenancy means that ownership is shared equally among the tenants and if one 

of them dies, the remaining joint tenant/s inherits the deceased tenant's interest in the property. ‘Tenants in Common” 

means that the estate of the deceased tenant inherits the interest in the property.  

More Q and As in our next edition…... 

 

Most reputable property managers carry out inspections every three to 

six months. The problem is that a lot can go wrong  between visits.  

With our acol properties we have the communal areas, and importantly 

the individual rooms, inspected every two weeks.   

This is not a reflection on our tenants.  It is simply our way of managing 

the properties to the benefit of everyone; our landlords, our tenants and 

ourselves.   

We are able to inspect the properties more frequently as we have the communal areas cleaned every two weeks.           

Most cleaners want a minimum of two hours work at each location and it doesn’t take two hours to do the work.           

Our cleaners use the available time to clean the individual rooms, which our tenants have to agree to in their tenancy             

agreement. 

At the end of each visit our cleaners submit a report commenting on the property, 

including the occupancy and condition of the individual rooms, and highlighting any 

issues or areas of concern.  

Our acol tenants view having their room cleaned as a bonus and we view it as an 

opportunity to quickly identify any problems.  Sorting out a problem before it               

escalates is much easier than having to do so later.  

 

We let and manage a portfolio of properties in London and the north west of             

England..  For information on our service please contact us.  
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We know and understand the UK rental market and we want our          

clients to enjoy ‘peace of mind’ when investing with us. 

To help achieve this, we have just introduced a three year rental               

guarantee option for our acol properties.   

Clients have the option of either;    

      St David as the Master Tenant for three years                                      

with a guaranteed net yield of 7.5% p.a. 
or 

A three year letting and management service included                  in the 

purchase price, with market rents of 7.5% - 10.5% p.a. 
This means there will be no letting or management                                     

fees for the three year period 
 

The rental guarantee for each property is supported by a £5,000 

rental bond and, as you might expect, we also provide warranties for 

the work carried out.  

We have just completed another of our acol co-living/hmo properties.   

The finished rooms look great and will certainly appeal to tenants.   

Our acol properties have an investment level ranging from £90,000 

through to £180,000.  

For our clients we also offer our private syndicate structures (which 

acquire our acol properties) with an investment level starting at 

£50,000.  

 

The genie is out of the bottle  -  how will it affect London? 

Twitter, which employs 5,000 people, has ordered its staff to stay at home in the current crisis 

and told them they never have to come back to the office if they do not want to.  No, they         

haven’t all been fired, it is simply following a growing trend of allowing its workforce to work               

remotely from home. Many companies in different industries in the UK are following suit. 

The trend has its roots in the San Francisco Bay area, where exceptionally high salaries and cost of living has meant 

companies have resorted to people working from home to reduce cost and enhance their appeal to prospective em-

ployees. The Covid-19 crisis has accelerated the trend across multiple industries and is it now 

rapidly spreading elsewhere. 

What does the trend mean for the housing market, particularly in London? 

According to one report, the number of people working from home has risen by a fifth in the 

last ten years and if this trend were to continue at the same rate, around 2.1 million people 

could be working full time at home by 2040  - and that was before the recent lockdown. 

Ask any one of the thousands of people living in the commuter belt surrounding London whether they enjoy their daily 

commute (often up to two hours each way) on crowded public transport and at an exorbitant cost and you will receive a 

very short reply, which would be unprintable here.  

The current crisis has shown that working from home does not necessarily mean a                 

reduction in productivity and the financial and ancillary benefits can be considerable, both for 

companies and employees. 

Will people want to go back to the daily grind of commuting when they have enjoyed the             

alternative?  Some will, but for many, the answer is ‘No, definitely not’.  As we all know, once 

the genie is out of the bottle it is difficult to get it back in.   

Demand in London is not going to disappear overnight so the effect on house prices in the short term should be          

minimal.   Nevertheless, this seismic change will impact the market and it is a question of ‘when’ and not ‘if.’  

Peace of mind 

 

 

 

 

https://www.tuc.org.uk/news/home-working-fifth-over-last-decade-tuc-analysis-reveals
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 Some quotes 

Oliver Spriggs, the director of the 

CBRE’s residential private office, said: 

“Investors are encouraged by the              

resilience of the rental market; large 

landlords have still been able to collect 

more than 90% of rents in recent 

months, which compares favourably to 

most other sectors at this time.”  

We whole heartedly agree 

Chris Horler, the managing director of 

real estate at Sandaire, a multi-family 

office, suspects that the best discounts 

for those wanting to increase their rental 

portfolio will be offered in locations with 

an  oversupply of new-build flats, such as 

central Manchester, Salford Quays, 

central Leeds and possibly parts of 

Edinburgh and Glasgow.    

We have been saying for some time that 

the center of Manchester is  facing an 

over supply of apartments and there are 

better opportunities further out of the city.  

‘The Sage of Omaha’ speaks   

Change is upon us 

Warren Buffett has highlighted the             

likelihood that Covid –19 will                        

fundamentally affect supply and demand 

dynamics for office and retail space. 

Earlier this month he is reported to have 

said “People are developing different 

habits in retail…. a lot of people have 

learned they can work from home or that 

there’s other ways of conducting their 

business than they might have thought of 

a couple of years ago…. when change 

happens in the world, you adjust to it.” 

Many of the large property funds have 

massive exposure to the retail and office 

sectors - how quickly they adapt, and the 

impact on investors, remains to be seen. 

The market picks up 

After almost two months of lockdown, the housing market has re-opened 

for business. Pent-up demand has meant an estimated 450,000 buyers 

and renters are thought to be waiting in the wings.  

On the day when the government made the surprise announcement that 

physical viewings were allowed to go ahead under social-distancing 

guidelines in England, one agent in Knight Frank’s country department 

received eight calls from sellers wanting to put their homes on the             

market.  

Within one hour of opening its phone lines, Andrews, an agency with 50 

offices in the south of England, received 226 calls for viewings or          

valuations. 

Agents are praying there will not be another lockdown. 

A sign of things to come 

A leading insurance group has            

received planning consent to build 

what will be one of Britain’s biggest 

housing projects made up of 

homes built almost entirely  in a 

factory. 

The 154-home scheme in North Yorkshire, will be the first full modular 

housing development delivered by Legal & General, from buying the 

land through to design and  construction. 

Casting aside years of scepticism about the quality of prefabricated 

homes, L&G is aiming to make 3,000 modular homes a year by 2024.  

The government is hoping that a boom in modular construction will help 

it to achieve its target of 300,000 new housing starts each year. 

Whilst prefabricated homes will grow in popularity, the intractable          

problem of the housing shortage will persist for many years to come. 

 

Rents are hardly moving 

Nationally rents were down slightly (0.2%) in the first 

three months of this year compared with the final three 

months of 2019, according to Rightmove, the UK’s 

leading property portal.  They remain 2.4% higher than 

this time last year. 

Strong demand will support rents going forward. 

 

House prices are rising? 

Nationwide reports that year–on-year increase in house price growth 

was 3.7% in April, up from 3% on March. 

We doubt this growth rate will continue for the rest of the year. 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/homebuyers-rush-to-estate-agents-as-the-market-opens-rrhplvm2l
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/housing-market-kick-started-as-lockdown-is-eased-03cmh73zw


The articles and comments contained herein                 

reflect the personal views of the author (our MD).                                        

No offence is intended to any party. 

 
info@stdavidgroup.com   www.stdavidgroup.com 

 

Thought of the month 
 

 
 

If you are in the business of making        

something, be in the business                        

of making something great 

Bob Iger                                                                        

Executive Chairman                                                

The Walt  Disney Company 

Something lighter 

Invest in the right property in the right location at the right 
time for the right price from the right developer 

 

The five rights of property investment 

 

If you know anyone who might be interested 
in reading this newsletter, please forward it to 
them or forward us their email address. Your 

support will be greatly appreciated. 

Our MD has delayed his return to HK/BKK           
until the current Covid-19 crisis               

has receded.   

Details of his next trip will   
be available a.s.a.p.  

Our Facebook page has some great 

videos of our acol properties 

Please ‘like’ us at 
Facebook.com/stdavidgroup 

Did you know? 

Approx. 373,000 house transactions have been on 

hold due to Covid-19. 

The anticipated fall in the number of new private 

homes delivered in 2020 is 35%. 

Question; A house costs £100,000 to buy and £50,000 

is spent on converting it to a HMO.  If prices fall by 

10%, would the property be worth £135,000 or would 

be it worth the replacement cost of £140,000 (£90,000 

and £50,000) since the cost of conversion hasn’t 

changed? 

Simon Jones has recently joined 

us as a Project Manager.   

Simon will be overseeing our                 

acol development projects in the 

greater  Manchester area. 

He has had extensive experience 

in the construction industry and 

previously ran his own property            

refurbishment and maintenance          

business. 

Welcome aboard Simon. 


